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Rules of Play 1 player EN
Requisites
88x cards
1x stopwatch

The game for 1 player
BlockYou! can also be played by a single player. In this case, the player must make sure he or 
she has a stopwatch available.

Aim of the game
Outplay as many cards as possible within 15 minutes by placing it on the playing field.

The preparation
All cards are faced down, in a pile and placed in front of the 
player (1). 

The stopwatch needs to be set to 15 minutes.

The game
The player starts the stopwatch. The player begins with the 
creation of the playing field, with a maximum of 4x4 cards 
placed in a square (2). The player may place all cards as 
desired. 

Once the playing field is created, the player takes the first card 
in line of the pile and tries to play it out on the court. 

The player continues this until 15 minutes have elapsed.

Attention! If the player cannot use or has trouble using a card during the game, the player may 
put down this card faced up. The player may always place it back in the playing field, as soon as 
an opportunity arises.

The outcome
Once the 15 minutes are up and the stopwatch goes off, the player has to stop playing 
immediately. The player counts the number of cards that are still covered on the stack and 
deducts this from 100. In addition, the player also counts the cards, which are still lying faced up 
(the ones which could not be placed by the player), and multiplies this x 2, and also deducts this 
from the score.

Example: If the player has 12 cards faced down and 8 cards faced up, then the final score is: 
100 - (12 + 16) = 72 points. 

The player can improve oneself by achieving a better score the next time.

Attention! If the player succeeds in using all the cards within 15 minutes, then the player notes the 
time. This time is then the leading score. The player can achieve a faster time for a better score 
during a next game. 
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